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INC: SHIFTED MASKS FOR A BETTER INK COVERAGE IN 600X1200 DPI PRINTMODE

Shifted masks for a better ink coverage in 600x1200
dpi printmodes
Abstract
To stay within the printer specifications, to achieve high image quality and decrease the firing
frequency, it is often necessary to print an image in a different resolution from his raster
resolution. To this end, the halftoned image rows or columns are duplicated to match the
printing resolution, and printing masks are properly designed to print the image with the same
proportions as the input image is.
The quality of the resulting printed image is going to be dependent of the mask design chosen.
We propose a way to significantly improve the resulting quality by explicitly optimizing the
masking procedure for match a 600x1200 dpi printing resolution from a 600x600 dpi halftone
image.

Problems Solved
The need to print an image with a different resolution form his halftoned file was recognized
long ago. For print in a system with a 600x1200 dpi printing resolution with a square resolution
image, it is necessary to duplicate the pixel information of the image and create a hole pattern
in the printing mask to avoid print the same pixel two times. This could create some defects
as put more ink than the expected.
Normally in the hole pattern process, the used splitters are the same through all the colorants.
The normal shape is called chess board (1), this pattern allows to print only one time in the
1200 dpi printing resolution axis (for an equal image and printing resolution, this process would
be omitted).

Figure 1: Chess board layout
This situation can create some defects in low density areas, due to these white holes situated
in all the colorants in the same place. Allowing to the observer see the color of the printed
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material and inducing a bad homogeneity. Our actual printing method goes significantly
beyond the presented state of the art.

Prior solutions
Masking has a long history, most of which is not relevant to this improvement. The
production of a mask is much more advanced than the production of hole patterns. Masks
has lots of parameters as the mask layers, passes, patterns and others.


This problem can be hired by the pixel distribution in different layers, but this does
not solve the problem in low density areas.

Solution description
The solution presented in this paper consist in shift the masks between colorants, this action
will introduce an improvement in the perception of grain and homogeneity. The action of shift
these masks means that for the second colorant a chess board complementary to the first
one must be produced (2).

Figure 2: Solution proposed

Advantages
With this invention:





Top image quality can be improved.
The homogeneity of the printed image can be improved.
The line and text quality can be improved avoiding white spaces.
No system changes will be needed.

Detection of the use of this technique can be detected by printing low saturated areas and
analyzing the drop distribution in the image, either with ordinary images or with especially
designed diagnostic images.
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